E-Learning from Cardinus Risk Management
The cost-effective way to manage your safety risk. The Cardinus’s suite of e-learning courses offers a cost-effective and efficient way
to support a powerful, results-driven risk management programme.
The modular format to our courses allows employees to complete the training at their own pace. The courses feature engaging
graphics and interactive sequences with tests and quizzes. This ensures delegates have a good understanding of the subject and an
ability to adopt their new skills.

Healthy Working (DSE Management)
By completing Healthy Working e-learning, your employees will
understand the risks associated with using computers and other
devices such as tablets and smartphones. It teaches healthy use of
technology at work, at home and on the move. Healthy Working
delivers e-learning that is tailored to the needs of each individual
employee through a number of variants including laboratories,
homeworking, DSE Assessors and more.

Fire Safety Plus
Use Fire Safety Plus to ensure all employees know how to identify
and minimise fire hazards, to understand regulations, evacuation
procedures, survival techniques and basic first-aid provision.

Safe Driving Plus
Safe Driving Plus teaches drivers how to stay safe using defensive
driving techniques. It helps identify and minimise drivers’ risk,
reinforces fleet policies and results in behaviour change. There is
also a variant for truck drivers completely re-engineered to meet the
demands of LGV/truck drivers.

Safety Climate Tool
Developed by the Health and Safety Laboratory and available through
Cardinus, this tool allows you to measure the opinions and attitudes
towards health and safety in your organisation. Data can be used for
benchmarking against other organisations.

Manual Handling Plus (office and industrial editions)
Encouraging measurable behaviour change through engaging
graphics and interactive sequences. The course is available in two
formats, a workplace and office edition.

Managing Stress at Work
Ensure your supervisors and managers understand the causes of
stress. This knowledge will help improve morale and attendance while
reducing lost time productivity.

Environmental Essentials
This course will support ISO 14001 certification. On completion,
employees make a pledge to put their knowledge in to action and
take away tips on how to reduce their carbon footprint.

Safety for Line Managers
Line managers are one of the first lines of defence when it comes to
health and safety management. Safety for Line Managers can be used
as a standalone solution but is most powerful when used alongside
Health and Safety Induction.

Health and Safety Induction
Designed with your office-based staff in mind, it can be used as a
standalone solution but when it is used alongside Safety for Line
Managers it becomes a powerful tool to encourage a safety culture
across your entire organisation.
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Health and Safety Essentials

Effective Risk Assessment

The simple, easy way to introduce staff to basic health and safety
concepts, create awareness of hazards and improve safety, using
quizzes, animations and interactive sequences.

Fraud
Sometimes a simple favour can be construed as fraud and everyone is
at risk. This course sets out the responsibilities of all staff and suppliers
with regard to fraud prevention, what to do if fraud is suspected and
the action that will be taken by management.

Data Protection
The personal data of employees, suppliers and customers is protected
by law. Simply forwarding an email can breach data protection law
if that email contains personal information. This course helps staff to
understand their obligations if a organisation wants to avoid costly
legal action.

Security Awareness

This informative course demonstrates why risks need to be addressed
in a methodical way to provide a consistent and effective method
of control. Training covers the theory of risk control and how to
accommodate human factors such as knowledge and experience.

Diversity and Inclusion
The issues surrounding age, disability, gender, race and sexual
orientation can be complex and difficult to address. Through this
course employers are recognising the positive benefits that can be
achieved in terms of compliancy, morale and productivity.

PACE
All Cardinus e-learning is supported by PACE, a unique workflow
and information management system. PACE provides clients with
a secure database and powerful workflow and task management
tools to ensure that all risk management activity is managed in the
most efficient manner. PACE provides all the evidence required to
demonstrate diligence and compliance.

It is important your staff understand any security threat to the
organisation. This course will help protect your people, your property
and your data using a combination of information, interactive
sequences and tests and quizzes.
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